Building Character & Confidence

Self-Awareness
Goal: Open the eyes of understanding to create higher levels of perception and balance.

To become self aware requires you to take a good
look at yourself. Who are you? What do you want
out of your life? Answers to these questions, and
others, can be found by journaling. There are many
ways to journal. In this worksheet, we will discuss
different types of journaling and how you can use
them to become more self aware. Through these
types of journaling, you will increase your self
awareness and learn more about yourself.
On the lines below or on a separate piece of
paper write your ideas, solutions and actions for
your problem, opportunity, or goal.

		
		
Realizations, Inspiration, and Actions.

Action
Completed

Day #1

I realize…
________________________________________________________________________

		

My action/plan is…
________________________________________________________________________

Day #2

________________________________________________________________________

		

________________________________________________________________________

Day #3

________________________________________________________________________

		

________________________________________________________________________

Day #4

________________________________________________________________________

		

________________________________________________________________________

Day #5

________________________________________________________________________

		

________________________________________________________________________

Day #6

________________________________________________________________________

		

________________________________________________________________________

Day #7

________________________________________________________________________

		

________________________________________________________________________
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Building Character & Confidence

Self-Awareness
Goal: Open the eyes of understanding to create higher levels of perception and balance.
Different types of journaling
1.

You can write your thoughts and answers here.

Chronological Journaling: This type of journaling is
what you are probably most familiar with when it
comes to journaling. This is writing about the events
of the day, one day at a time. Very little focus is put
on the why or how, and you focus mainly on the
what of your day to day life. This journaling gives
you a general look at what you do daily.

Have you ever used this type of journaling? What did
you like or dislike about it?
2.

Personal Journaling: This type of journaling focuses
on your thoughts, emotions, and impressions from
your day to day activities. Focus less on what
happened and more on why you feel it occurred,
or how it made you feel. By recording your thoughts
and feelings in this way, you open your mind to
what your expectations are. By knowing your
expectations, you can either change them so they
are more reasonable, or hone them so that you can
reach your goals faster.

What are your expectations of others? Of yourself? Of
the world?
3.

Visionary Journaling: Visualization, or imagination,
is creating an image in your mind of what you
would like to see in the future. Visionary Journaling
is recording your visions for your future. By writing
down what you are hoping will occur later, you
can create details and add more to what you
are actually looking to accomplish. This type of
journaling helps you define what you are looking for
in the future. What does it look like, feel like, smell
like? The more detail you put into your visionary
journaling, the better.

What are your goals for the future? Do you know the
details of what you want to accomplish? How much
detail can you put into your vision of the future?
4.

Problem Solving Journaling: The name of this type
of journaling is self explanatory; it is journaling to
find solutions to problems you face in your life.
The human mind is designed to solve problems.
By writing down a challenge, we are facing and
actively pursuing a means to find an answer. We
are employing our natural faculties to move through
problems. When you journal about your problems
with the specific idea in mind of finding a solution,
you will find you have answers inside you that you
never expected.

How can your self awareness increase by actively
searching for answers to your problems through
journaling?

Celebrate Your Success

When you have finished this worksheet, take time
to celebrate your success with journaling. It will
further reinforce in your mind that you are making
the right choice. You have opened your mind to
improved SELF AWARENESS
Revisit this worksheet each day until our next session.
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